In Brief Xu et al. examine how the combined demand on spatial working and reference memory influences place cell assemblies and find that their gradual reorganization is linked to goal novelty and that their replay at decision points predicts future arm choice.
INTRODUCTION
The hippocampus plays a critical role in navigation and spatial learning, underpinned by place coding by its principal cells (Morris et al., 1982; O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) . Collectively, ensembles of place cells in the hippocampus encode a cognitive map that is uniquely configured for each environment explored (Muller and Kubie, 1987; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978) . As a result, the instantaneous activity of place cell assemblies provides upstream brain regions with information regarding where the animal is within a specific context at any given moment in time. However, place cell firing encodes more than locations: neuronal firing patterns can be dynamically modulated when the animal is engaged in spatial learning tasks (Frank et al., 2000; Hok et al., 2007; Markus et al., 1995; Wood et al., 2000) . Such changes in firing patterns are correlated with task performance and likely represent mechanisms that support memory (Allen et al., 2012; Dupret et al., 2010; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003) .
The hippocampus is required to form long-term memories of salient places, as well as to flexibly use task rules in order to locate a reward from a discrete number of possible locations (Morris et al., 1982; Olton and Samuelson, 1976; Rawlins and Olton, 1982) . These distinct cognitive tasks are accompanied by different task-related changes in place cell activity. Goal locations are disproportionally represented by place cells (Hok et al., 2007; Hollup et al., 2001) . Moreover, when new goal locations are learned in a previously familiar environment, many hippocampal place cells remap their place fields near to the novel goal locations (Dupret et al., 2010) . The degree of overrepresentation at a goal reflects memory performance, indicating a role in learning.
The second category of hippocampal-dependent spatial tasks requires the animal to infer a future reward location by its previous spatial experience and the rules of the task itself. Under these conditions, place cells tend to maintain similar spatial selectivity across trials and, instead, exhibit firing rate changes that correlate with task parameters (Ainge et al., 2012; Allen et al., 2012; O'Neill et al., 2017) . While running on a maze arm before a choice point, place cell firing is influenced by the future and past arm choices of the animal, as well as by trial stages such as the encoding or recall stages of the task (Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003; Frank et al., 2000; Spellman et al., 2015; Wood et al., 2000) . This task-contingent rate remapping may be related to the decision making during the working memory task. Alternatively, this may merely encode the episodic-like experience of the animal performing the task, information that could then be used to select the appropriate goal location (Eichenbaum et al., 1999) . Indeed, such episodic-like coding is suggested by the rate remapping of these place cells between different trial stages (Leutgeb et al., 2004) . In summary, goalrelated remapping has been examined in relation to goal learning in open environments whereas task-contingent rate remapping has been typically examined in maze environments in tasks requiring working memory. It is unclear, however, how these coding schemes may interact with each other when new goals are learned and at the same time animals have to use working memory.
In addition to the rate remapping of individual place cells, spatial memory is also likely supported by place cell assembly firing patterns during brief periods of synchronous firing. Activity during such high-synchrony events (HSE) often encodes a temporally compressed replay of movement trajectories of an explored environment (Davidson et al., 2009; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Lee and Wilson, 2002) . Several studies have examined such trajectory replay during memory tasks by detecting replay events in both theta epochs and hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (SWR) or SWR-associated HSEs. The involvement of SWR-associated replay in spatial working memory is suggested by the observation that blocking these SWRs cause working memory deficits (Jadhav et al., 2012) . Furthermore, the SWR response of cells can predict whether the animal will make an error; however, the reactivated trajectories did not predict the behavioral choice of the animal (Singer et al., 2013) .
Similarly, theta oscillation-associated replay did not predict which of the alternative goals are selected next; both could be replayed (Johnson and Redish, 2007) . Since neither theta nor SWRs-associated replay predicted the future choice, it is suggested that the replayed choice alternatives might help the animal decide about its next choice (Redish, 2016) . However, in these studies, only two spatial choices were offered; therefore, it is not clear whether replay reflects only the viable alternatives or reflects merely the experience of the animal running on the maze, without replaying the viable alternatives only.
However, in some instances, replay may predict parameters related to the spatial choice of the animal. While animals run on the same circular path, the length of the replayed trajectories during theta oscillations can indicate the animal's choice between near or distant goals (Wikenheiser and Redish, 2015) . Moreover, the direction of the replayed trajectories during HSEs correlated with the direction of the goal locations relative to the animal's position (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013) . One possible explanation for these differences is that waking trajectory replay might play a direct role in spatial decisions when an allocentric strategy is used to navigate to fixed goals. However, in other tasks that require spatial task-contingent decisions, replay may represent viable alternatives, assisting other brain regions in decision making.
To test how different neuronal coding schemes that reflect spatial memory traces interact with each other during a combined working and a longer-term memory demand and how SWR-associated replay might be involved in decision making, we recorded while rats solved a radial eight-arm maze task. This task required navigation to fixed goal locations and keeping track of the visited arms at the same time, thus requiring the use of both spatial reference and working memory. This was compared to that of two other task variants, requiring only working or reference memory. We found that reference memory demand influenced place cell assembly coding in several ways, which were not seen during the task requiring pure working memory. Our results also suggest that sequence replay plays a role in decision making in tasks requiring reference memory. In contrast, replay during the pure working memory task was not associated with the future choice or viable choice alternatives; instead, the past choice was preferentially replayed.
RESULTS
We recorded CA1 multiple-unit activity in four animals while they performed a task on a radial eight-arm maze, in which they had to retrieve food rewards at the end of three arms ( Figure 1A ). On each recording day, one rewarded arm remained constant from the previous day (familiar-goal arm) whereas the remaining two goal arms were selected from those that did not contain rewards the day before (novel-goal arms). Therefore, in each recording day, animals had to partially update their goal-related reference memory representations to remember which arms contained food. In each trial, they also had to keep track of the previously visited arms. In addition to this combined working and reference memory task (''combined task''), we recorded during two control tasks in three additional animals, using the same familiar-and novel-goal-arm selection, in which the animal was required to use either spatial working or reference memory only. In the spatial reference memory task, the animal was prevented from making working memory errors by blocking the visited arms in a trial, whereas in the spatial working memory task, arms without food were blocked. Finally, in three additional animals, we repeated the working and reference memory experiments in which the order of training of the two tasks was reversed.
Animals took 10-15 trials to learn the combined task, while in the control tasks, fewer trials (5-10 trials) were required (Figure 1B) . During learning, animals made more reference and working memory errors in the combined task than in the other tasks, but once the new goals were learned, the performance was similar ( Figures 1C and 1D) .
CA1 place cells move their place fields toward novel-goal locations even in a familiar environment (Dupret et al., 2010) . In order to assess changes in place coding, we first subdivided learning into five blocks of six trials and established place maps in each block. In the combined task, the place field similarity between learning trial blocks and the subsequent post-probe session increased as learning progressed, indicating that place maps reorganized gradually during learning (r = 0.6885, p < 0.0001, Figures 2A and 2B) . A similar reorganization was seen in the reference memory task (r = 0.6994, p < 0.0001, Figures S1A and S1B) but not in the working memory task (r = 0.1671, p = 0.3028, Figures S1D and S1E ). The familiar-goal arm place fields showed minimal reorganization during all tasks (all r < 0.19, p > 0.14, Figure 2C ; Figures S1C and S1F), while the novel-goal arms exhibited gradual changes for the combined and reference memory tasks (all r > 0.52, p < 0.0001). Place cells representing the familiar-goal arm may not have shifted their place fields because they had already undergone a place field shift during the previous learning day. Differences in the organization of place fields between the novel and familiar arms did not occur as a result of different running speed. While the speed of the animal increased slightly in later trials, overall speed was similar on both the familiar and the novel arms ( Figure S2A , top). Moreover, the typical running speed at each point on the arm was similar when novel and familiar arms were compared ( Figure S2A , bottom).
Many place cells fired unidirectionally on the arm and the proportion of these cells increased across training days ( Figure 2D ), in agreement with past work showing such an increase with path familiarity (Battaglia et al., 2004; Markus et al., 1995; Navratilova et al., 2012) . By plotting the place fields across trials, we observed their gradual shift toward the goal locations, but only during reward-bound passes (i.e., runs from the center toward the goal at the end of the arm) of novel-goal arms and not in center-bound passes (i.e., during runs from the reward location at the end of the arm to the center of the maze, Figure 3A ). Place fields in novel reward-bound passes exhibited a significant shift (p < 0.001, binomial test, Figure 3B ), increasing the proportion of cells firing near the rewards at the end of learning compared to the beginning (p < 0.001, one-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov [K-S] test, Figure 3C ). Moreover, a similar shift was seen during the spatial reference, but not in the spatial working, memory task ( Figure S3 ). Some of these place cells only started to fire after the first trial. Indeed, the number of cells not firing in the first trial was higher on the novel-than familiar-goal arms, and fewer cells showed such behavior in the working memory task (Figures S2B and S2C) . Past work has also seen the emergence of new place fields during running of familiar tracks Monaco et al., 2014) . Thus, the formation of new reference memories was accompanied by a gradual shift of place field firing specifically in goal-bound trajectories, while spatial firing patterns remained stable in those goal arms learned the previous day. Since the working memory task showed no such changes in place selectivity, we next tested whether firing rates were modulated during the task and whether such rate changes reflected working or reference memory task demands. In the combined task (Combined), all eight arms were open, three of which were baited with rewards. In the reference memory task (Reference), each arm was blocked within a trial, following a visit by the animal (gray bars in the center). In the working memory task (Working), arms not containing rewards were blocked throughout the recording (black bars in the center). Right traces: behavioral tracks of the animals during different trials. Pre-probe trials (Pre) tested the memory of the goal-arm configuration from the previous day. During learning trials and in the subsequent postprobe trials (Post), two new goal arms (red dots) were selected, while the third one remained the same (blue dot). Animals were rested for 30 min after the probe and learning trials. In maze tasks, the firing rates of place cells are often modulated by past or future arm choices of the animal (Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003; Frank et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2000) . Here, we examined whether the arm from which the animal came influenced its reward-bound firing and whether its center-bound firing predicted its next arm choice (Figure 4 ). We found that each session contained an average of 42.6% ± 2.2% (mean ± SEM, n = 16) of reward-bound firing place cells and 41.8% ± 2.1% (n = 16) of the center-bound firing cells that exhibited a significant rate modulation independent of speed (p < 0.05, ANCOVA; see STAR Methods). A similar proportion of cells showed rate modulation in each of the other tasks (Reference memory: Reward-bound 43.3% ± 3.4%, Center-bound 40% ± 4.1%; Working memory: Reward-bound 41.5% ± 6%, Centerbound 43.2% ± 3.9%; mean ± SEM, n = 8). Surprisingly, in the combined and reference memory tasks, the firing rate modulation reorganized toward the end of learning and exhibited a modulation by prospective and retrospective goal novelty (Figures 4A and 4B) . Retrospective goal novelty-related firing was demonstrated by the observation that in the second half of learning, but not in the first half, the reward-bound firing rate of cells in a novel-goal arm was higher if the animal entered it from the other novel-goal arm as compared to the familiar-goal arm.
Similarly, prospective goal novelty-related firing was seen in center-bound passes on a novel-goal arm. In this case, firing was stronger when the animal went next to the other novelgoal arm as compared to the familiar-goal arm. Both of these effects were seen in the second half of the learning trials but not in the first half. To quantify these effects, the firing rate of cells in an arm was compared in passes in which the other arm of the trajectory was a familiar-or a novel-goal arm and the normalized rate difference (i.e., difference of rates divided by their sums) was calculated ( Figure 4C ; Figure S4 , top histograms). During the combined and reference memory tasks, the rate score distribution of cells showed a positive bias (all p < 0.001, binomial test) for the second half of learning but not for the first half (all p > 0.64, binomial test), indicating that rates were higher in novel-novel than in novel-familiar passes. This effect was absent in the working memory task (all p > 0.56, binomial test). Similar results were obtained when considering only those cells that exhibited significant rate modulation between that familiar and novel-goal arms independent of speed (cells with p < 0.05 in the ANCOVA described above, Figure 4D ; Figure S4 , bottom histograms). Hence, prospective and retrospective goal novelty-related firing was seen independent of the speed of the animal.
We have observed conditional firing depending on the past and future paths in all of our tasks. However, the prospective and retrospective goal novelty-dependent firing that developed during learning was observed only in the combined and reference memory tasks. Next, we examined whether place cell assembly activity always encoded the current location of the animal or, on occasion, reflected entire replayed trajectories on the maze. Such trajectory replay may be related to working memory demand because the blockade of waking SWRs resulted in spatial working, but not reference, memory deficits on the W-maze task (Jadhav et al., 2012) . However, these may still reflect goal-related trajectories (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013) .
We detected HSEs in which many cells fired action potentials together (see STAR Methods; Davidson et al., 2009) . The order by which cells fired during HSEs reflected the firing order of place cells during traversal of a goal arm ( Figure 5A ). However, the cell order during HSEs might be either similar (i.e., forward order) or reversed relative to the running sequences (Davidson et al., 2009; Diba and Buzsá ki, 2007; Foster and Wilson, 2006) and may reflect the most recently explored locations or future trajectories. We used a Bayesian prediction method to quantify whether these HSE sequences reflected the movement trajectories of the animal (Davidson et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 1998) . We divided HSEs into 20 ms time windows and tallied the Bayesian probabilities at different locations of the maze, as calculated according to spike counts of different place cells in a given time window (Figures 5B and 5C) . Separate probability maps were calculated for reward-bound and center-bound runs of each goal arm to identify the arm represented by the assembly. To do so, we calculated the trajectory represented within the HSE with the maximum summed probabilities, allowing for both forward and reverse trajectories on reward-bound or center-bound passes ( Figure 5D ; see STAR Methods). These reconstructed trajectories were not random ( Figure 6A ). We rotated the place field of each active cell within an HSE to see whether replay scores of an event (i.e., mean trajectory probabilities) can occur with the same spike patterns when using decorrelated place maps (Grosmark and Buzsá ki, 2016) . Our trajectory detection procedure generated significantly weaker probabilities when reconstructed with the rotated place field probability maps than for the original maps (all p < 0.0000001, one-tailed K-S test). In addition, the Z-score of the reactivated trajectory probabilities, normalized relative to the mean and SD of the corresponding shuffled distributions, were significantly larger than zero (all p < 0.001, binomial test Z-scores [mean ± SEM]: combined task 1.17 ± 0.068, n = 1,200; reference task 1.15 ± 0.085, n = 605; working task 1.34 ± 0.08, n = 691). These detected HSEs representing reactivated trajectories, which tended to occur during SWRs ( Figure 6B ), as seen in previous studies (Davidson et al., 2009; Foster and Wilson, 2006; Lee and Wilson, 2002; O'Neill et al., 2017; Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013 ). Next, we tested whether these replayed trajectories predicted the future behavior of the animal (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013; Wikenheiser and Redish, 2015) . We separately analyzed HSEs that occurred at goal locations or in the center of the maze ( The firing rate modulation of place cells during reward-bound runs depends on the previous arm choice (A) while in center-bound runs, it predicts the future choice (B), a relationship that develops during the course of learning. Place field maps illustrate the firing rates on trajectories involving the other two goal arms. In the second half of learning, cells fired more robustly on a novel-goal arm when the other segment of the path was also a novel-goal arm, as compared to a familiar-goal arm. The mean (±SEM) firing rate are shown for different spatial bins in the top two rows. Bottom histogram: mean (±SEM) speed at different spatial bins. Blue curves, passes including a familiar-and a novel-goal arms; red curves, passes across novel-goal arms. Note that rate differences were stronger in the second half of learning.
(C) Rate modulation of cells on a novel-goal arm on reward-bound (left) and center-bound (right) passes depending on the past or future arm choices, respectively. The distribution of firing rate scores compares passes in which the previous or future arms were either a familiar-goal arm or another novel-goal arm. Rate scores were calculated by the difference between the rates between trajectory types (within a single arm) divided by their sum. A positive rate score reflects an increase in place field firing when the animal had run from a novel arm to another novel arm, as compared between a familiar and novel arm combination, while negative rate scores denote a stronger firing in passes that combine familiar-and novel-goal arms. The inset illustrates the meaning of the rate scores on the histograms. The thicker arrows indicate which arm combinations of a trajectory exhibit higher rates on the maze segment highlighted in gray for negative or positive scores. N, novel arm; F, familiar arm. Rate score distributions were calculated in the first half (gray) and second half (back) of the learning trial. Binomial tests, reward-bound: first half n = 457, p = 0.644, second half n = 457, p < 0.001; center-bound: first half n = 376, p = 0.986, second half n = 376, p < 0.001. (D) Same as (C) but calculated with only those cells that show a significant, speed-compensated rate modulation (ANCOVA, p < 0.05). Binomial tests, rewardbound: first half, n = 182, p = 0.515, second half, n = 182, p < 0.001; center-bound: first half, n = 151, p = 0.428, second half, n = 151, p < 0.001. See also Figure S4 .
at goal locations preferentially encoded the current arm in all tasks (all p < 0.0001, ANOVA, Figure 7B ). However, trajectory encoding in the central area was different between the tasks. In the combined and the reference memory tasks, reconstructed trajectories preferentially encoded trajectories of the next visited arm (all p < 0.0001, ANOVA, Figure 7A ), whereas in the working memory task, central area HSEs tended to encode the previously visited arm (all p < 0.0001, ANOVA). Replay on the maze can reflect reward-bound or centerbound trajectories and trajectories can reflect places of the maze at the same (i.e., forward) or reverse order relative to how they occurred during behavior ( Figure 7B ). Therefore, we examined the frequency of how often forward or reverse relay encoding goal-or center-bound trajectories occurred. In all tasks, HSEs that occurred at the goal locations tended to exhibit replay of the current arm in the center-bound direction but in reverse temporal order (all p < 0.0000001, three-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc, Figure 7C ). However, we again saw significant differences in replay between the tasks in the central area.
In the combined and reference memory tasks, replay preferentially encoded reward-bound passes of the next visited arm but in forward order. In contrast, central area HSEs in the working memory task tended to reflect reverse replay, which encoded center-bound trajectories of the previous arm (all p < 0.0000001, three-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc, Figure 7C ).
In these original experiments involving working and reference memory tasks, training and recordings of the working memory task were performed first followed by the reference memory task. Because the training experience may have influenced the results, we performed experiments in three additional animals in which reference memory training and recordings were performed first. However, the order of the training of the two tasks did not influence our results, and we gained identical results (Figure S5) . Thus, independent of training order, in the tasks with reference memory demands, replay during HSEs in the center of the maze reflected a forward replay of runs directed toward the future goal, while in the working memory task, such replay reflected the previous center-bound run in reverse order. gray traces show all the movement during all the learning trials while the black trace shows the pass for which the network activity is displayed on the right. Pink circles mark the location of the two HSEs. Top right raster plot: firing times of 24 place cells sorted according to their place field location along the trajectory. Pink areas highlight the two HSEs, which are expanded in the left and the right boxes. Note that firing during the first HSE at the beginning of the pass (located at the reward, marked by a blue square) shows place cells that fire in the reverse order to that seen during traversal of the arm from the reward to the center. In contrast, the HSE in the central area replays the activity of the cells in the next selected arm in forward temporal order, i.e., firing occurs in the same order as that of the arm. The bottom right curve shows the speed of the animal during the pass.
(B and C) Examples illustrating how the replayed trajectories were calculated using two HSEs, one near a reward location (B) and the other emitted in the central area (C). Bayesian probability maps for both reward-bound and center-bound runs are shown for all three goal arms. Probabilities are normalized for each time window by dividing by the sum. The map composed of reward-bound and center-bound maps of the selected arm is shown on the bottom right, while the reconstructed trajectory is shown on the bottom left (see STAR Methods).
(D) Examples of replayed trajectories in recordings during the combined task that occurred near the reward location and the center area. Bayesian maps are overlaid with the reconstructed trajectory. HSEs at the reward represent center-bound passes of that arm (in reverse order), while HSEs in the center encode reward-bound passes of the next arm (forward order). The distance relative to the HSE location was displayed on the probability maps, i.e., zero marks the end of the arm for HSEs near reward locations and beginning of the arm for HSEs in the central area.
To test the possible influence of replay events in decision making, we compared replay in passes when the correct arm was chosen (correct pass) and when the animal made an error (error pass). In the combined and reference memory tasks, we used probability maps that encoded all eight arms to be able to encode the replay of arm choices associated with reference memory errors. The quality of encoding of trajectory was similar for HSEs occurring during correct or error passes when the Z-scored Bayesian trajectory probabilities (relative to the shuffled results) were compared (all p > 0.5433, two-way ANOVA). However, in error passes, neither the future nor the past chosen arm trajectories (in the form of a center-or reward-bound trajectory representing forward or reverse replay) were preferentially encoded (all p > 0.112067, three-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc, Figure 8A ). Therefore, the preferential replay of the past or future arms was disrupted in error trials. Next, to infer the rat's decision stage during which HSE events might have occurred, we quantified where replay occurred as the animal ran through the central area of the maze. We found that the majority of events occurred right after the animal entered the maze in the correct trials ( Figure 8B ). This tendency was not seen in error passes where replay HSE events occurred along the entire central area path.
Replay content during active waking periods is influenced by the location and the orientation of the animal (Davidson et al., 2009; Karlsson and Frank, 2009 ). However, in our case, only about 25%-30% of the HSE occurred when the animal faced toward (±30 ) the next arm ( Figure S6 ). In the combined and reference memory tasks HSEs preferentially encoded the future arm choice even when the animal faced toward the neighboring arms, up to ±120 away from the next arm, while in working memory task, the previous arm was preferentially encoded in these cases (all p < 0.012, two-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc, Figure S6) . The future or past arm was not preferentially en-A B Figure 6 . HSEs Represent Trajectories with Significantly Better Replay Scores than Their Shuffled Equivalents and They Tend to Occur near SWRs (A) The cumulative distribution of replay scores for the original events (black) and those of the shuffled events (gray) in which the place field relationship between cells was randomized by randomly rotating them to a different degree for each cell. Hundred random shuffled events were calculated for each original event. One-tailed K-S test, Combined: original n = 1,200, shuffle n = 120,000, p < 0.0000001; Reference: original n = 605, shuffle n = 60,500, p < 0.0000001; Working: original n = 691, shuffle n = 69,100, p < 0.0000001; ***p < 0.0000001. (B) Cross-correlation of SWR times with HSE peak times (mean ± SEM).
coded for angles > 120 (all p > 0.7078) or in error trials (all p > 0.4112).
The number of HSEs in the central area of the maze might provide additional indications about decision making. We quantified how many HSEs occurred in each trial and at each choice as the animal was crossing the central area ( Figure S7 ). As compared to the second half of learning, more replay events occurred during the first half (all p < 0.016, ANOVA, Figures  S7A and S7B ). Single replay events were more frequent than multiple replay events. During single replay HSE events, the future (combined and reference memory) or the past (working memory) arm was preferentially encoded. In contrast, when multiple HSEs occurred at a choice, no single arm was preferentially encoded, albeit the same arm was encoded more frequently than different arms in such cases ( Figures S7C and S7D) . Moreover, the propensity of multiple events occurring during a choice was higher in error passes than in the correct passes ( Figure S7E , all p < 0.02, two-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc).
Finally, we examined to what degree working memory load influenced replay. We compared replay at different stages of the task starting when the animal made the first choice to the stage when it returned from the last arm ( Figure S8 ). In the correct trials, results were similar as shown for all trials with the exception of two cases. First, in the absence of working memory demand in the first choice, even in the working memory task the future arm was encoded. Second, when the animal returned to the center at the end of a trial, without further working or reference memory demands, the past choice of the animal was encoded in all tasks. In error passes, no such preference was seen. Therefore, in the absence of working memory demand, the future choice was encoded in even in the working memory task, while in the cases when the animal did not make further choices, the past arm was encoded in all three tasks.
DISCUSSION
In our study, we examined how place cell activity reorganized during a task in which animals had to update their spatial reference memory representations and, at the same time, use spatial working memory. This was compared to neuronal coding during two task variants, requiring either spatial reference or working memory. We have identified several distinguishing firing features of place cells that were linked to the reference memory update. First, place cells gradually moved their place fields toward novel reward locations during learning. Second, place cells developed modulated firing rates at an arm Letters represent different segments of a trajectory. Proportion (mean ± SEM and individual session values) of HSEs in which forward and reverse replay was detected representing future or past/current trajectories of reward-bound versus center-bound passes. Note that the combined and reference memory HSEs in the center area predicted the future arm choice of the animal in the form of forward replay of reward-bound trajectories. However, in the remaining cases (replay at the rewards and during the working memory task), the previous/current arm choices were predicted, representing center-bound trajectories but in the reverse order. Three-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc. Top: Combined and Reference: Future-Forward-Reward-bound group is significantly different from other groups, all p < 0.0000001; Working: Past-Reverse-Center-bound group was significantly different compared to other groups, all p < 0.0000001. Bottom: all three task: Current-Reverse-Center-bound group versus other groups, all p < 0.0000001. See also Figures S5-S7.
depending on prospective or retrospective goal novelty. In the spatial working memory task, we did not find these effects. Furthermore, in tasks requiring spatial reference memories, we found that trajectory replay in the maze center predicted the future arm choice of the animal, with replay proceeding in a forward direction. In contrast, in the spatial working memory task HSEs preferentially encoded the past choice and in a reverse order. However, in all three tasks, replay events at reward locations preferentially encoded the animals' next path to the center, but in reverse temporal order. Thus, during the working memory task, replay typically preceded in a reverse order, which formed representations of the currently traversed or immediately exited arm. When reference memory was required, replay switched modes between the reward location and choice point, from reverse order current arm to the forward replay of the future arm, respectively. Our data point to a role for replay in decision making because the preferred replay mode in the central area of the maze was disrupted when the animal made an error in all three task variants. However, the differences in the type of replay between working and reference memory imply that they can support these memory processes through different systems-level mechanisms.
A B Figure 8. Reactivation Content at Correct and Error Passes
(A) The proportion (mean ± SEM and individual session values, Combined: n = 16; Reference: n = 8; Working: n = 8) of HSEs in which forward and reverse replay was detected representing future or past/ current trajectories of reward-bound versus centerbound passes. Correct passes (top) and incorrect passes (bottom) are shown. For correct passes in the combined and reference memory tasks, the Future-Forward-Reward-bound group was higher than other groups, all p < 0.0000001, while in the working task, the Past-Reverse-Reward-bound group was the highest, all p < 0.0000001; in error passes no significant differences between groups were seen all p > 0.112067 (three-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc).
(B) The proportion of HSEs occurring at different relative locations in the central area of the maze during correct (top) and incorrect (bottom) passes. Trajectory distance was measured relative to the entrance point to the central area and normalized by the length of the entire trajectory from the entrance to exit from the central area. Histograms for correct and error passes were significantly different (all p < 0.031046, K-S test). See also Figure S8 .
Goal Update-Related Remapping of Place Cells
Several studies have demonstrated that many place cells fire near learned goal locations (Hok et al., 2007; Hollup et al., 2001) . When these goal locations change, they remap their place fields to represent the new goal configuration but only when local cues do not mark the goals (Dupret et al., 2010) . In agreement with this, we observed the remapping of some of the place fields but only in tasks requiring reference memory update. In our study, learning was slow during reference memory update (10-15 trials) and remapping was gradual: several place cells started to fire on the novel-goal arms only after a few trials and gradually moved their place fields toward the goals. However, place fields in the familiar-goal arm did not remap. Such fields presumably moved the previous day when the arm was novel. Therefore, the partial update of reference memory representations did not lead to the full reorganization of the hippocampal cognitive map, only the part of the map relating to the novel-goals was updated.
Changes in dopamine levels within the hippocampus may provide a possible mechanism for the observed place field shift. Given that the firing of dopamine cells predicts novel rewards and their firing is increased as animals approach a reward location (Howe et al., 2013; Mirenowicz and Schultz, 1996) , ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine cells may be active on the novel-goal arms with increasing intensity toward the goal. Indeed, stimulating dopamine fibers originating from the VTA during learning enhance subsequent recall of complex maze paths, suggesting a role for dopamine in spatial learning (McNamara et al., 2014) . Moreover, VTA dopamine cell stimulation can trigger a shift of place fields toward the location of the stimulation (Mamad et al., 2017) .
It is unlikely that this effect was due to place field expansion . During place field expansion, place fields shift backward relative to the movement direction of the animal across subsequent trials on a track, while in our case, forward shift was seen. However, forward place field shift has been seen during the first trials of a spatial alternation task toward reward locations (Lee et al., 2006) . This has been observed toward familiar-goals without an update of spatial reference memories. However, we only saw such a shift on the novelgoal arms and not in the working memory task, which would be more equivalent to the T-maze alternation task.
Conditional Firing Is Modulated by Prospective or Retrospective Goal Novelty
Hippocampal place cells modulate their firing depending on trial types in a variety of spatial maze tasks (Allen et al., 2012; Ferbinteanu and Shapiro, 2003; Frank et al., 2000; Wood et al., 2000) . We have observed a similar modulation in all three task variants: the reward-bound firing of place cells was related to the previous arm visit and center-bound firing correlated with the next arm choice. However, this trial-type-dependent rate modulation reorganized when reference memories were updated: in later trials, the firing rate of the cells was modulated by goal novelty in the previous or next arms. Moreover, this goal novelty-related firing rate relationship was independent of specific arms considering that this relationship was not present in the beginning of the trial.
Hippocampal pyramidal cells exhibit higher firing rates during the exploration of novel than familiar environments (Csicsvari et al., 2007; Nitz and McNaughton, 1999) . The increased pyramidal firing in novel environments may be caused by the increased levels of nonspecific neurotransmitters, such as acetylcholine or dopamine, in the hippocampus. Indeed, VTA cells increase their firing during environmental novelty (McNamara et al., 2014) . Moreover, acetylcholine levels are also higher in novel environments, which can also cause pyramidal cell rate changes due to muscarinic receptor modulation (Hasselmo, 1999; Pepeu and Giovannini, 2004) . A recent study showed an increased activation of locus coeruleus (LC) neurons in novel environments (Takeuchi et al., 2016) . Paradoxically, the blockade of dopamine and not noradrenaline disrupted a novelty-related learning enhancement, suggesting the LC axons may release dopamine as well in the hippocampus.
In our data, the conditional, goal novelty-related firing increase was seen during both reward-bound and center-bound runs, whereas the place field shift only occurred during reward-bound passes. This suggests that the goal novelty-related rate modulation and place field shift are linked to different mechanisms, perhaps different subcortical neurotransmitters. For example, dopamine from VTA may cause the place field shift while acetylcholine and/or LC activation may cause the increased firing related to novel-goal locations.
Novel-goal-arm-related rate modulation or place field shift was not seen in the working memory task. Although animals did not have to remember the location of rewarded arms, the working memory errors certainly indicate that animals were influenced by the new task configuration involving partially updated arms. Yet, goal shift or novel-goal-arm-related rate changes were not seen here, suggesting that these occur only during the update of reference memories.
Trajectory Reactivation Predicting Behavioral Choice
Several studies have examined whether trajectory replay predicts the future behavioral choice of the animal. Early studies observed the reactivation of both alternative trajectories at the choice point of a T-maze during theta oscillations (Johnson and Redish, 2007) . This has been observed in animals that were hesitant at the choice points and stopped to decide which arm to take next. Theta sequence replay was examined further in a task in which animals had to decide between reward locations with varying reward amount and delays on a circular track (Wikenheiser and Redish, 2015) . In such cases, theta sequences replayed longer trajectories when a more distant goal was selected.
Further work suggested that perhaps trajectory replay during SWR-associated HSEs and not theta is important for decision making. This was first shown by revealing differences in SWR firing in error and correct trials on a spatial task on a W-maze (Singer et al., 2013) . However, the replayed trajectories did not predict the behavioral choice of the animal. The blockade of SWRs on the same W-maze task caused working, but not reference, memory deficits, suggesting that SWR-associated trajectory replay may be involved in working memory recall (Jadhav et al., 2012) . Moreover, in another goal selection task, more SWRs occurred at the previous and in the incoming reward locations when animals did not stop at a decision point (Papale et al., 2016) . Therefore, in some tasks, SWRs at reward locations may be even involved in the decision to reach the next goal.
Even in two-dimensional environments, SWR-associated replay may play a role in goal selection: it was shown that heading of the reactivated trajectories predicted the direction of the optimal path to reach a fixed goal (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013) . In our case, the radial eight-arm maze offered unique place cell sequences for each goal, enabling us to identify which arm, and thus which goal, is to be reached by a reactivated trajectory. At the central maze area, sequence replay predicted the future arm choice in tasks requiring spatial reference memories. These reactivated trajectories preferentially encoded the next rewardbound trajectory of the animal in the forward temporal order. Reactivated trajectories at the reward locations also encoded the immediate next movement of the animal, this time its return to the center but in a reverse temporal order. Moreover, in error passes, replay content no longer preferably predicted the behavioral choice of the animal, indicating that hippocampal CA1 replay is important for the correct behavioral choice of the animal. In tasks needing reference memory, the failure to predict the future choice in error passes suggests that the animal used a hippocampus-independent strategy in these conditions. Also, the increased incidence of multiple replay HSEs and the fact the HSEs did not occur right when the animal entered central area of the maze in error trials can both indicate hesitation similar to other behavioral paradigms in which multiple replay events occurred (Johnson and Redish, 2007) . In addition, long experience of the animal in navigating on the maze was not required for choice-dependent replay: future arm was replayed in both the combined task and the reference memory task in which the animal was trained to perform this task first. Taken together, our finding suggests that sequence replay at the decision point guides the animals' future choice when spatial reference memory is needed for the task.
Why did some of the past work not see the prediction of the future arm choices during replay? In some of this work, twochoice tasks involving simple mazes in which the reference memory demand was low were used. For example, the animals may have learned sequences of left and right turns to complete a trial in such cases. However, it is possible that even in allocentric navigation, depending on experience and training methods, animals may also have to rehearse alternative trajectories before a decision is made.
In the central maze area of the working memory task, the previous trajectory was preferentially replayed in a reverse temporal order, mirroring the replay at the reward locations at the end of the arm. A general rule that is applicable for all three tasks emerges here: trajectories encoding future goals were encoded in a forward temporal order, while those encoding current and previous goals were represented in a reverse order. Also, in all cases, the part of the trajectory that was closer to the goal was reactivated later in an HSE, while places further away from the goal were reactivated earlier. Manipulating the amount of reward can change the propensity of reverse replay, but not forward replay (Ambrose et al., 2016) . Perhaps our reward amounts were ''large'' so that reverse replay dominated near the goal locations. Nevertheless, we are not aware of previous work highlighting that reward locations tend to occur at the end of a reactivated trajectory, perhaps because in most tasks the end of a path always contains rewards.
In our working memory task, we found that replay during HSEs preferentially replayed the past choice of the animal, not the future choice or choice alternatives, which alone would provide insufficient information for the animal to decide which arm to select next. How can our findings be explained in the light of the SWR blockade experiments that caused working, but not reference, memory errors on the W-maze (Jadhav et al., 2012) ? The W-maze running task required both working and reference memory, and in this case, our replay indeed predicted the future behavioral choice of the animal. It is likely that in our working memory task the hippocampus was not involved in arm selection; it only signaled the visited arms to another region, likely the prefrontal cortex, which may be involved in keeping track of the visited arms. Indeed, during a delayed non-match to sample task on the T-maze, the blocking of hippocampal fibers to the medial prefrontal cortex caused working memory deficits during the encoding, but not the recall, stage (Spellman et al., 2015) . Surprisingly, in the combined task requiring both working and reference memory load, replay responses closely mirrored that of the reference memory task. Therefore, the hippocampal replay can participate in two different antagonistic modes while animals solve a spatial memory task. One mode is related to reference memory requirement in which the future arm choice is directly encoded, and the other mode is associated with pure working memory requirement in which replay may mirror recent behavioral choices or the current arm to communicate them to other brain regions.
This study examined replay responses in the CA1 region of the hippocampus, which provides the primary output of the hippocampus. However, network responses in other subfields, such as the CA3 region, may have complementary roles in shaping the CA1 output responses of cells. In a recent study, during locally generated CA3 high-frequency oscillations (''CA3 SWRs''), place cells encoding the yet unvisited arms of the maze fired stronger than those representing the visited arms in a complex spatial working memory task (Sasaki et al., 2018) . However, it is unlikely that those localized CA3 SWRs encoded specific maze trajectories considering the lack of specificity of place cells to encode specific arms such as the immediate next arm. Additionally, Schaffer collateral synapses are largely suppressed during waking activity (Hasselmo, 1999) , leading to the suppression of CA3 excitation of CA1 pyramidal cells during waking SWRs, as shown by reduction of the sharp wave amplitude (O'Neill et al., 2006) . In such a case, CA3 cells may influence CA1 pyramidal cells indirectly through recruiting CA1 interneurons, leaving the medial entorhinal cortex to more directly influence CA1 replay (Yamamoto and Tonegawa, 2017) . It is possible that the activation of CA3 cells encoding the yet unvisited arms may suppress the firing of similar cells in CA1 during the working memory task used in the Sasaki et al. (2018) study.
In summary, our findings suggest that the hippocampus may be involved in goal selection through sequence replay when alternative goal locations are needed to be localized during the decision, i.e., when reference memory is needed. In contrast, in agreement with past work (Spellman et al., 2015) , during pure spatial working memory tasks, the hippocampus may only signal the recently visited arm to the prefrontal cortex, which in turn keeps track of arm visits within a given trial, in order to guide future goal selection. In this way, during working memory, HSEs and associated SWRs may represent times when the hippocampus efficiently communicates with the medial prefrontal cortex.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Ten adult male rats (Long Evans, 300-500 g, 3-6 months old) were used in this study. The animals were housed in a separate room under a 12/12 h light/dark cycle and were taken to the recording room each day prior to the experiments. They shared a cage with littermates before the surgery. All procedures involving experimental animals were carried out in accordance with Austrian animal law (Austrian federal Law for experiments with live animals) under a project license approved by the Austrian Federal Science Ministry.
METHOD DETAILS
Animals and Surgery Animals were implanted with 16 independently movable wire tetrodes under deep anesthesia using isoflurane (0.5%-3%), oxygen (1-2 l/min), and an initial dose of buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg). Tetrodes were attached to the 16-tetrode microdrive assemblies, enabling their independent movement. The tetrodes were constructed from 4 individual tungsten wires, 12 mm in diameter (H-Formvar insulation with Butyral bond coat, California Fine Wire, Grover Beach CA), twisted and then heated in order to bind them into a single bundle. The tips were then gold plated to reduce their impedance to 200 -300 kU. During surgery, the craniotomy was centered above the CA1 at 2.5 mm (medial-lateral axis, ML) by À3.5mm (anterior-posterior, AP) and the electrodes were then implanted into deep layers of the neocortex. Two screws positioned above the cerebellum served as ground and reference electrodes. Six additional stainless-steel anchor screws were used in order to attach the microdrive assembly to the skull permanently. The electrodes and the microdrive apparatus were paraffin wax coated and daubed with dental acrylic to encase the electrode-microdrive assembly and anchor it to the screws in the skull. Following a recovery period of 7 days, the tetrodes were lowered in 50-200 mm steps each day into the CA1 region, over a further period of up to 7-14 days. Two 32-channel unity-gain preamplifier panels were used to reduce cable-movement artifacts. Wide-band (0.4 Hz to 9 kHz) recordings were taken, and the amplified local field potential and multiple-unit activity were continuously digitized at 24 kHz (Axona Ltd, St. Albans, UK).
Apparatus and Training Procedures
Following the recovery period (7 days), the animal was exposed to the radial eight-arm maze apparatus, over a period of 14 days. The radial eight-arm maze apparatus comprised of eight side arms (70cm long and 12cm wide) and an octagonal central area (80 cm high). Pneumatically controlled doors could be raised to prevent the entry of the animal to any of the side arms. Animals were put on food restriction (> 85% of initial weight with a 10 g gain each week), once they had passed the 7 day recovery period and exceeded their pre-surgery weight. Each animal was then trained to collect rewards on the eight-arm maze. Four animals were trained for the combined task and three additional animals performed the working memory and reference memory tasks. The description of the tasks and the training for these procedures were as follows.
For the Combined working and reference memory task, in the beginning of the trial, animals stayed in the central area with all arms blocked by the side-doors. Food rewards (20mg food pellets) were placed in the three rewarded arms after which all side doors were simultaneously lowered. The trial ended when the animal collected all three rewards. Once the animal collected the last food reward, REAGENT all the doors were raised except the one allowing the animal to return to the center area. After the animal returned to the central area, this remaining side door was raised, and the next trial started after a 1 min delay. Each experimental day started with the pre-probe session during which animals were tested over five trials with the reward-arm configuration of the previous day. After the pre-probe session, the animal was rested in the central area for 30min. After rest, the learning session started in which two of the reward locations were moved to arms that were not rewarded on the previous day (i.e., novel-goal arms) while one of the rewarded arms remained the same (i.e., familiar-goal arm). During the learning session, 30 trials were performed, which was sufficient for the animal to learn the new reward-arm configuration and perform >10 error-free trials. The learning session was followed by an additional 30 min rest period and a subsequent post-probe session when the newly learned reward-arm configuration was tested again for an additional five trials.
To train the animals for this combined task (four animals), initially, for two training days, all eight side-arms contained food and the animal had to collect food on all eight arms before a trial ended and the side arms were rebaited. During this initial training, 10-15 of these eight-arm baited trials were performed. After this, for the next 4-5 training days, animals had to perform the three-arm baited task until the animal performed at least ten trials successfully without errors (maximum 50 trials per day). During training, not only the learning but also the probe sessions were performed. In the final training day, it was required that the animal was able to perform ten trials without errors within the first 30 trials, otherwise, a further training day was added before recording could start.
As in the combined task, in both the working and reference memory tasks two of the goal-arms were switched daily and one remained the same. Also, the same sessions were used in the same order as in the combined task. For the working memory task, only three arms of the maze were opened, and a trial ended once the animal collected the food from all three arms. For the reference memory tasks, the procedure was identical to the combined task with the exception that once the animal returned from an arm, that arm was blocked from re-entering by raising the connecting door at the central area.
For both the working and reference memory tasks the same animals were used (three animals), but these were different from the one ones used for the combined task. Training procedure during the first two days was identical to that of the combined task, i.e., sessions in which all eight arms were baited. After this, only one training day was needed to familiarize the animal with the working memory task, and subsequently, four recording days were performed. After the four recording days with the working memory task, animals were trained to the reference memory task. Training procedure was like in the combined task; only within each trial, the visited arms were blocked after the animal returned from them.
Because the training order in the working and reference memory tasks may have influenced our results, we performed additional experiments in a further three animals which were trained to perform the reference memory first followed by the working memory task. Recording and training protocols were identical to those described above for the original experiments.
Spike Sorting
The spike detection in the local field potential and sorting was performed as previously described (Csicsvari et al., 1999) . Action potentials were extracted by first computing power in the 800-9000 Hz range within a sliding window (12.8 ms). Action potentials with a power of >5 SD from the baseline mean were selected and spike features were then extracted by using principal components analyses. The detected action potentials were then segregated into putative multiple single units by using automatic clustering software (http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/) (Harris et al., 2000) . These clusters were then manually refined by a graphical cluster cutting program. Only units with clear refractory periods in their autocorrelation and well-defined cluster boundaries were used for further analysis. We further confirmed the quality of cluster separation by calculating the Mahalanobis distance (Harris et al., 2000) between each pair of clusters. Periods of waking spatial exploration, immobility, and sleep were clustered together and the stability of the isolated clusters was examined by visual inspection of the extracted features of the clusters over time. Pyramidal cells and interneurons in the CA1 region were discriminated by their autocorrelations, firing rate, and waveforms, as previously described (Csicsvari et al., 1999) . In this way, we were able to identify the activity of 2430 CA1 pyramidal units.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Generation of Rate Maps Two-dimensional place-rate maps were calculated by first, subdividing the environment on a grid, containing 2x2cm bins. A 2x2cm square was overlaid on this grid, for each spike of a given cell, centered on the position of the animal when the spike was emitted. Each bin was then incremented by the degree to which this square overlapped with it. The same procedure was then performed with the animal position tracking data to produce a map of occupancy. Only spikes and occupancy periods that occurred during movement (5cm/s) were considered. Occupancy and spike matrices were then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (SD = 3 bins) and divided to produce place-rate maps. To test for the rate modulation of trial type, place field shift and replay using Bayesian decoding, one-dimensional (1D) place maps were calculated using a similar procedure as above for each arm of the maze. Moreover, place maps were calculated separately for reward-bound and center-bound passes for the 1D maps. For the Bayesian reconstruction analysis, 70bins, i.e., 1cm bins were used for each arm.
ANCOVA Analysis
The ANCOVA analysis was performed using spike firing rates established on the tested arm and movement direction. The tested arm was divided into five spatial bins along the path, in which rate and speed were calculated on each trial in which the animal visited the arms with the appropriate previous or next arm visits. Both rates at different spatial bins and speed were calculated separately for cases when the animal was visiting the two other arms before or next. Only units that had larger than 1 Hz mean rate on the tested arm were included in the analysis. We then used an ANCOVA (using R software package) in order to ask if rate varied with trial stage given changes in the speed. We used spatial bins and arms (i.e., the two alternative arms to visit next or before) as factors and speed as a linear variable. We accepted cases as significant in which rate of the arms or arm versus spatial bin interaction were significant, independent of speed (Allen et al., 2012) High Synchrony Events (HSE) High synchrony periods were detected using the multi-unit activity of clustered spikes, similar to that previously described (Davidson et al., 2009 ). The combined activity of pyramidal cells was binned into 1ms bins and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (SD = 15 ms), to produce a curve representing the synchronous spiking rate over time. HSE detection began when this curve passed 3 SD above the mean. The envelope of the HSE was extended until the curve again reached the mean rate, either side of this crossing. The peak of the HSE represented the peak of the curve within this envelope. Events containing fewer than five spikes, four cells or with less than 10% of the population of neurons active were rejected, as were events shorter than 75ms or greater than 750 ms. The beginning of the HSE was then adjusted to the time of the first spike. The HSE was then subdivided into 20ms windows, with a 10 ms overlap, until the last window containing a spike was reached. Following this procedure, all events with less than five windows were rejected from further analysis.
Replay during HSEs
Each detected HSE was subdivided into 20ms time windows and population vectors representing the spike counts of different pyramidal cells in a given time window were calculated. Then we used the Bayesian place prediction (Zhang et al., 1998) method to calculate a probability of different positions for each population vector of the event. Probability maps were calculated for each arm, both for reward-bound and center-bound trials. The formula below gave the probability that a given population vector represented a given place:
Pðx j nÞ = Pðn j xÞPðxÞ=PðnÞ: P(x) represents the probability that the animal is at a given location considering the exploration session was set to a uniform distribution not to bias our analysis by any place preference of the animal (Zhang et al., 1998) . P(njx) represents the conditional probability that a given spike count occurs at a location. This was estimated using the firing rates of the place-rate maps, assuming that the number of spikes follows a Poisson distribution. P(n), the normalizing constant, was used to ensure that P(xjn) summed up to one. As for the calculated place rate maps (see above), probability maps contained 70 spatial bins as well.
We then ran an optimization procedure to see which arm produces the maximum summed probabilities across the probability maps representing different time windows of the HSE. The procedure tried out different jump combinations along the consecutive time windows. However, it allowed a jump of up to 20 spatial bins across probability maps of neighboring time windows assuming that replayed trajectories can jump a maximum of 20 spatial bins in each step. Moreover, jumps were allowed either in the forward or reverse order relative to the movement direction of the animal to test for both forward and reverse replays. For the replayed trajectory we selected the arm that yielded the maximum summed probabilities across all HSE time windows and the positions were extracted from the probability map positions that yielded the maximum summed probabilities. However, time windows with zero probabilities were excluded from the trajectories. We only considered trajectories with minimum four time windows and only those that exhibited sufficient movement by covering at least 20 bins and had an average speed larger than two bins per time window.
A trajectory was determined as reward-bound when the trajectory from the beginning to the end showed an average shift toward the end of the arm and center-bound when the opposite was observed. The model selection determined whether forward or reverse replay was selected, that is when probabilities moved across time windows according to the appropriate maps. For example, a reward-bound shift using reward-bound map would reflect forward replay, whereas the same movement established using a center-bound map would result in a reverse replay.
To check whether the trajectories we detected can be generated from the sequential firing of place cells with random spatial representations, we compared the summed probability of our procedure against shuffled data in which place fields of the cells were rotated on each arm for reward-and center-bound trials separately. For each cell, the place fields constructed were randomly shifted along the arm independently, with bins extending off the end of the arm wrapped to the start. Next, we established the maximized summed probabilities by using the same procedure as above with these fields, over 100 different shuffled events. This method preserved spike timing and firing rate statistics while disrupting the spatial coding of the cells used in the reconstruction. We then established a distribution of replay scores (summed probabilities divided by the number of time windows) across 100 shuffles. From this shuffled data we established a further score (replay score-z) showing the distance of replay score from the mean of the shuffled distribution by subtracting the mean of the shuffled data from the replay score and normalizing by its standard deviation (Grosmark and Buzsá ki, 2016) .
SWR Detection
SWR detection was performed as previously described (Csicsvari et al., 1999) . Local field potentials were band-pass filtered (150-250 Hz), and a reference signal (from a channel that did not contain ripple oscillations) was subtracted to eliminate common-mode noise (such as muscle artifacts). The power (root mean square) of the filtered signal was calculated for each electrode and summed across electrodes designated as being in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer. The SWR detection threshold (7 SD above baseline) was always set in the first available sleep session, and the same threshold used throughout.
Cross-correlation analysis was performed to detect temporal alignment between the detected SWRs and CA1 HSEs. For the SWR analysis, HSE times were taken as a reference and the number of detected SWRs was calculated in 25ms windows, centered on the peak of the HSE and extending to ± 500 ms. The cross-correlogram was normalized by the total number of detected HSEs.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
Data used in this study will be made available upon request by contacting the lead contact, Jozsef Csicsvari (jozsef.csicsvari@ist.ac.at).
